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The Emission Control Areas (ECAs) established by the International Maritime Or-
ganization are beneficial to reduce the sulphur emissions in maritime transportation
but bring a significant increase in operating cost for shipping liners. Low sulphur
emissions are required when ships berth or sail within ECAs. It is an irreversible
trend that green technologies such as scrubbers and shore power will be implemented
in maritime shipping industry. However, the literature lacks a quantitative decision
methodology on green technology adoption for fleet deployment in a shipping network
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by transshipment hubs, this study proposes a nonlinear mixed integer programming
model to optimally determine fleet deployment along routes (including green technol-
ogy adoption), sailing speeds on all legs, timetables, cargo allocation among routes
for each origin-destination pair, and berth allocation considering the availability of
shore power at different berths in order to minimize total five types of cost. A three-
phase heuristic is also developed to solve this problem. Numerical experiments with
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1. Introduction12

Although shipping is considered to be an environmentally efficient mode of trans-13

portation, it also releases tremendous pollution emissions that have harmful influences14

on human health and on the global environment. Shipping is estimated to account15

for 5–7% of the global SOX emissions (Ren and Lützen, 2015). In order to reduce16

global sulphur emissions from ships when they are operating near coasts, the Inter-17

national Maritime Organization (IMO) promulgated Emission Control Area (ECA)18

regulations that are described in the MARPOL Annex VI in 2015 (IMO, 2016). The19

latest ECA regulations require that ships sailing inside the ECAs in the Baltic Sea,20

the North Sea, North America, and the Caribbean Sea, use marine bunkers with a21

sulphur content of no more than 0.1% or take equivalent measures. Starting from22

2019, China has established coastal emission control areas in which a 0.5% sulfur23

limit has been enforced. Moreover, the Marine Environment Protection Committee24

of the IMO decided to reduce the sulphur content worldwide to 0.5% from 2020 (IMO,25

2016).26

With strict emission regulations and more public focus on shipping transport, it27

is crucial for shipping companies to reduce emissions in a cost-effective way. Kontovas28

and Psaraftis (2011) and Wen et al. (2017) point out that speed reduction could be a29

tool for reducing emissions. Moreover, some companies’ ships use low sulphur fuel oil,30

such as marine gas oil (MGO), when they sail and berth in the coastal ECA, which31

leads to an increase in operating costs. Scrubbers which absorb the sulphur oxides in a32

counterflow of seawater are also considered as an efficient method for sulphur removal33

because the installation of scrubbers on ships allows ships to keep using cheap high34

sulphur fuel oil, such as heavy fuel oil (HFO) within ECAs. Apart from the emissions35

caused by combustion of fossil fuels for propulsion, the power generation of a ship36

mooring at a berth also releases sulphur emissions (Sciberras et al., 2015). With37

stricter emission regulations and increasing environmental consciousness of shipping38

companies and port operators, shore power is becoming a more popular and feasible39

option. It refers to a technique called the high-voltage shore connection system used40

for locally emission-free solutions by having berthed ships plug into the shore electrical41

system (Khersonsky et al., 2007). If a ship equipped with shore power moors at a42

berth that is capable of providing shore power, this ship will use the shore power43

during the dwell duration for a locally emission-free solution. Otherwise, the ship will44

use the HFO or MGO according to the availability of scrubbers.45

Compared with green technologies, the investment cost of fuel switch is relatively46

low but the operating cost is extremely high. In 2018, the average bunker price of47

MGO was 686.5 USD/ton, 57% higher than that of HFO, whose price was 437.048
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USD/ton (Ship and Bunker, 2019). The China COSCO Shipping Group spent an49

extra amount of 27 million USD to burn MGO within ECAs in 2015 (Zhen et al.,50

2019c). If shipping companies do not adopt any green technologies, the operating51

costs of ships may increase dramatically. Hence, shipping companies may be willing52

to invest in green technologies, which are usually expensive. For instance, Jiang et al.53

(2014) point out that the capital costs of the scrubber installation are 9.2 million USD;54

and the investment costs for shore power on the sea ship side are generally 1.0 million55

USD, which is also expensive (Winkel et al., 2016). Therefore, the green technology56

adoption (i.e., scrubbers, and shore power) is a strategic decision, which acquires57

careful consideration and decision supports from some scientific methodologies.58

This study is motivated by a real-world problem encountered in sustainable de-59

velopment. Since the above-mentioned emission reduction methods have different ad-60

vantages and drawbacks, and the investments in certain technologies are enormous,61

the choice of a sulphur emission control method for a shipping company is complex62

and critical. Besides, the green technology selection for fleet deployment belongs to63

the long-term strategic level of shipping companies. Hence, shipping companies need64

scientific methods to determine the most suitable green technologies for fleet deploy-65

ment in order to balance the trade-off between their fixed costs (such as investment66

costs and weekly operating costs) and variable costs (such as fuel costs).67

Operational research-based planning techniques have, particularly in recent years,68

contributed to the green transportation through the use of various optimization mod-69

els (Bektaş et al., 2019). However, few studies provide a quantitative decision method-70

ology for this important problem. This paper investigates the influences of the fuel71

costs, green technologies’ investment cost and ECA policy on the decisions of fleet de-72

ployment and green technology adoption, and proposes a quantitative method to solve73

this complicated problem. More specifically, this study proposes a nonlinear mixed74

integer programming (MIP) model to optimally determine fleet deployment along75

routes (including green technology adoption), sailing speeds on all legs, timetables,76

cargo allocation among routes for each origin-destination pair, and berth allocation77

considering the availability of shore power at different berths, with an objective in-78

corporating initial investment and operating cost of ships, fuel cost, transshipment79

cost for transhipped containers, service level related penalty, as well as extra cost for80

berths without shore power. The reason for considering berth allocation decision lies81

in the heterogeneous berths with or without shore power generating equipment, which82

further affects the mooring cost of ships with or without shore power receiving equip-83

ment. Moreover, the widely used ship fuel cost cubic function (Brouer et al., 2013)84

cannot be applied in the context of the ECA, because the cubic function assumes85
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the speed is constant over a voyage, which is not the case once the voyage crosses86

the ECA. This study incorporates changes in the fuel function to yield a novel joint87

decision problem on fleet deployment and green technology adoption. The proposed88

model is very complex and contains several nonlinear components. We first use some89

techniques to linearize the nonlinear components except the fuel cost in objective90

function. A three-phase heuristic is then developed to solve the transformed model.91

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. An overview of the relat-92

ed works is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 proposes a nonlinear MIP model to93

determine an optimal fleet deployment together with green technology adoption. A94

three-phase heuristic is developed in Section 4. Section 5 reports the computational95

experiments with real-world data. Conclusions are outlined in the last section.96

2. Literature review and discussion97

Although this study considers green technology adoption, the core part of the98

decision is still related to the widely studied fleet deployment problems. Readers who99

are interested in broader surveys can refer to Ronen (1993), Christiansen et al. (2004,100

2013), Meng et al. (2013), Fransoo and Lee (2013) and Lee and Song (2017) for a101

comprehensive overview of fleet deployment problems.102

Most of existing studies focus on determining the suitable size of ships deployed103

on each route. Xia et al. (2015) proposed a comprehensive model on fleet deployment104

considering the cargo allocation in a network and speed optimization. While this study105

further considers the decision on green technology adoption in fleets, the penalty on106

the delivery delay of cargos, transshipment cost in the network, and some extra cost107

related to shore power. Psaraftis (2016) introduced the quest for win-win solutions108

in green transportation logistics. Zis and Psaraftis (2017) proposed a modal split109

model to estimate modal shifts between competing maritime and land-based modes110

available for shippers without the consideration of green technologies, and pointed out111

that installing green technologies for shipping companies are among the measures that112

should be considered in future studies, which means that retrofitting existing fleets,113

such as the number of ships newly equipped different green technologies, is critical114

for shipping companies to comply with stricter global fuel emission regulations. Ng115

and Lin (2018) studied the liner fleet deployment problem when only conditional116

shipping demand information is known. The main contribution of our study is to put117

the fleet deployment problem in the background of the green shipping, which has118

currently received significant attention from both academia and industry (Fagerholt119

et al., 2015). Wang et al. (2020) investigated a holistic liner shipping service planning120
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problem which integrates fleet deployment, schedule design, and sailing path and121

speed optimization, in the context of ECAs. These green shipping studies mainly focus122

on air pollution, sewage pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions (Corbett et al., 2009;123

Cariou, 2011; Lai et al., 2011). However, our study focuses on technology adoption124

in green shipping. Thus, the following paragraphs mainly review the related works125

through two streams: one is about green technology adoption in the generic maritime126

industry, the other is about the adoption of green technologies for some specific ship127

routes.128

In the area of green technology adoption in maritime industry, Yang et al. (2012)129

proposed a subjective generic methodology, as a transparent evaluation tool for ship130

owners, to select their preferred emissions control techniques. Brynolf et al. (2014)131

evaluated SOX and NOX compliance possibilities among three alternative reduction132

options (MGO, scrubbers, and liquefied natural gas) for the future ECA. Ren and133

Lützen (2015) developed a multi-criteria decision-making methodology to help ship-134

ping companies select emissions reduction technologies. In the real world, some ship-135

ping companies, such as Maersk and Wallenius Wilhelmsen ASA, have shown an136

environmentally proactive attitude towards green shipping, especially emissions re-137

duction, and have taken the lead in the development and exploitation of emission138

reduction methods (Acciaro, 2014). Atari and Prause (2017) investigated the evalua-139

tion of scrubbers, determined the best investment opportunity and the decision with140

highest return among two compliance methods (fuel switching and scrubber instal-141

lation). The MIP model proposed by Zhen et al. (2018) can save fuel costs under142

ECA regulations. It is therefore obvious that the technical options to comply with143

the ECA regulations are becoming increasingly important.144

For some specific ship routes, studies on green technology adoption were also con-145

ducted. Jiang et al. (2014) examined the costs and benefits of a typical container ship146

travelling between Rotterdam (Netherlands) and Gothenburg (Sweden) after apply-147

ing different green technologies. Armellini et al. (2018) analyzed different solutions148

(burning HFO and installing scrubbers, burning MGO) by using real data from a real149

cruise ship sailing between Barcelona (Spain) and Venice (Italy). Theocharis et al.150

(2019) investigated the feasibility of the Northern Sea Route considering fuel types151

and prices, distance and ship size to minimise the required freight rate. Patricksson152

et al. (2015) proposed a mathematical model for a fleet renewal problem faced by the153

liner shipping company Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics in the context of ECAs, but154

they only considered scrubbers without mentioning other green technologies. Ölçer155

and Ballini (2015) proposed a decision-making framework for the evaluation of differ-156

ent green technologies, which facilitates the inclusion of all combinations of decision-157
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making parameters and focuses on the port of Copenhagen. Hence, we note that some158

studies focus on the evaluation of different green technologies on a given ship route or159

area, but few studies can provide a quantitative decision methodology on the green160

technology adoption for fleet deployment on a shipping network in the context of161

ECAs.162

In summary, the majority of the existing studies on ECA regulations have not used163

quantitative methodologies. A few studies do, but they do not incorporate sulphur164

reduction within fleet deployment decisions and apply their methods to a shipping165

network. However, it is essential to consider the emission reduction for fleet deploy-166

ment of a shipping network in the context of ECAs. Both of the above-mentioned167

problems (green technology adoption, fleet deployment) belong to strategical deci-168

sions, which have a long-term influence on shipping companies’ operations and de-169

velopment. Therefore, this paper connects fleet deployment and green technology170

adoption. More specifically, we also consider how to meet the container shipping de-171

mand of origin-destination (OD) pairs. Moreover, some other operating limits, such172

as the availability of berths and transit time requirements, have also been frequently173

ignored in previous studies, even though these factors are crucial to the real-world174

seaborne activities. Our paper takes into account these realistic factors in model175

formulation and algorithm design.176

We formulate an integrated decision model which incorporates technology adop-177

tion, fleet deployment, service scheduling, and cargo allocation decisions under ECA178

regulations. Several realistic factors, such as transshipment activities, port resources,179

and transit time requirements are incorporated in the model. These features make180

this paper significantly different from previous studies.181

3. Model formulation182

We consider a general service network containing a set R of container ship routes183

(services), which consists of a set P of ports. Figure 1 depicts a shipping network184

with four routes and nine physical ports. For each ship route r, let Ir represent the185

set of ports of call (legs), ship route r having |Ir| ports of call. Each ship route r ∈ R186

is described as (port pr1, port pr2, · · · , port pri, · · · , port pr|Ir|, port pr1). We denote187

by leg i the voyage from port pri to port pr,i+1, where pr,|Ir|+1 = pr1. Let pair < r, i >188

denote leg i of ship route r. The objective and constraints considered in this study189

are introduced in the following subsections.190
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Figure 1: A shipping network with four routes

3.1. Initial investment and operating costs of ships191

A fleet of ships is deployed on each route r in a service network and main-192

tains a weekly service frequency. This study considers two green technologies when193

retrofitting ships. The first technology is scrubbers, and the second technology is194

shore power. Hence, four types of ships (ships with only scrubbers, ships with only195

shore power, ships with scrubbers and shore power, and ships without scrubbers or196

shore power) can be deployed on each route. The numbers of such ships on route197

r are denoted by βSr , βPr , βSPr and βφr , respectively. The initial investment cost for198

all ships on all routes during one week can be calculated as
∑

r∈Rm
S
r (βSPr + βSr ) +199

mP
r (βSPr + βPr ), where mS

r and mP
r are the weekly costs for installing scrubbers and200

shore power, respectively, for a ship on route r. Moreover, the total weekly operat-201

ing cost for all deployed ships on all routes during one week can be calculated as202 ∑
r∈R(cSPr βSPr + cSr β

S
r + cPr β

P
r + cφrβ

φ
r ), where cSPr , cSr , cPr and cφr are the weekly oper-203

ating cost for deploying one ship with scrubbers and shore power, one ship with only204

scrubbers, one ship with only shore power, and one ship without scrubbers or shore205

power, respectively, on route r. It is usual practice in related studies on liner shipping206

networks to consider the fixed cost of ships as weekly cost in the models’ objectives207

(Du et al., 2016; Brouer et al., 2017).208

It should be noted that a scrubber can reduce a ship’s sulphur emission to below209

either 0.5% or 0.1% (Plakantonaki, 2017). Hence, this study assumes the fixed cost210

for installing the scrubber on a ship travelling within ECAs with sulphur limit of 0.1%211
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or 0.5% is the same. In addition, the above definition on the weekly based investment212

and operating cost lies on an implicit assumption that the usage time of scrubbers213

is deterministic. If there is uncertainty in the equipment usage time, there actually214

exists a potential benefit for the way of using clean fuel by comparing with the way of215

installing equipment. For the sake of simplicity, the potential benefit on the flexibility216

of using clean fuel under uncertain environment is not considered in our objective. In217

a further study considering uncertainty, this issue could be taken into account on the218

basis of the model we propose.219

3.2. Fuel cost220

For the shipping companies, the fuel cost accounts for more than 50% of the total221

operating costs (Fagerholt and Psaraftis, 2015). Hence, the fuel cost should be a very222

important part in shipping. Let f 1
ri(γri) and f 2

ri(γri) represent the fuel cost of leg223

< r, i > with sailing time γri if ships do not have scrubbers, and the fuel cost if ships224

are equipped with scrubbers, respectively. According to Wang et al. (2020), we know225

that two cases for calculating f 1
ri(γri) should be considered. If leg i of route r covers226

ECAs, we have:227

f 1
ri(γri) =

 a(γri − T 0
ri)
−bαE(LEri)

b+1 + a(T 0
ri)
−bαN(LNri)

b+1 T
′
ri ≤ γri < T̂ri

aγ−bri (α
1
b+1

E LEri + α
1
b+1

N LNri)
b+1 γri > T̂ri

(1)

f 2
ri(γri) = αN(LEri + LNri)a(

LEri + LNri
γri

)b = aγ−bri αN(LEri + LNri)
b+1, (2)

and if leg i of route r does not cover ECAs, we have:228

f 1
ri(γri) = f 2

ri(γri) = αN(LEri + LNri)a(
LEri + LNri

γri
)b = aγ−bri αN(LEri + LNri)

b+1, (3)

where T 0
ri :=

LNri
eri

, T
′
ri :=

LEri+L
N
ri

eri
, T̂ri :=

α
1
b+1
E LEri+α

1
b+1
N LNri

α
1
b+1
N eri

. The sailing distance with-229

in the ECA of leg i on the route r is LEri, and the distance outside the ECA is230

LNri . Let eri denote maximum speeds of ships traveling on the ith leg on ship route231

r. The letters a and b represent conversion factors between fuel consumption per232
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unit distance and sailing speed: fuel consumption per unit distance is a · (L
E
ri+L

N
ri

γri
)b233

(ton/nautical mile). αE and αN denote unit price (USD/ton) of MGO and HFO,234

respectively. Let γri represent the sailing time of the leg < r, i >. We denote by hr235

the number of ships deployed on route r. Hence, the total fuel cost is calculated as236 ∑
r∈R
∑

i∈Ir [
βPr +βφr
hr

f 1
ri(γri) + βSPr +βSr

hr
f 2
ri(γri)].237

3.3. Transshipment cost238

Since our problem arises in the context of a shipping network, the cost for trans-239

shipping cargos should also be taken into account. The transshipment cost is calcu-240

lated on the basis of a concept called “transportation plan”, which was used in some241

related works on ship deployment (Zhen et al., 2019b). More specifically, for each OD242

pair of transportation demand (e.g., the containers need to be transported from port243

p to port q), we define a set Ypq of transportation plans y. According to the planners’244

experience and realistic factors, the set of transportation plans for each OD pair can245

be predefined. For ease of understanding, Figure 1 shows an example with four routes246

in a shipping network, and some transportation plans can be defined in Table 1. For247

example, if some containers need to be transported from port HKG to port KAO,248

they can be shipped directly, or they can be shipped from port HKG to port GES249

then to port KAO.250

Table 1: Example of some transportation plans for container routing

OD Transportation plans

HKG-KAO y1 ∈ YHKG,KAO < pr1,2, pr1,3 > + < pr1,3, pr1,1 >

y2 ∈ YHKG,KAO < pr3,2, pr3,3 >

LCB-HKG y3 ∈ YLCB,HKG < pr3,1, pr3,2 >

y4 ∈ YLCB,HKG < pr4,4, pr4,5 > + < pr4,5, pr4,6 >

Based on the defined set of transportation plans for each OD pair (e.g., the set251

Ypq for OD pair (p, q)), the container routing decision is to allocate the containers of252

the OD pair (the number of the containers is defined as npq) among all transportation253

plans in the set Ypq. We define by πy the number of containers transported by plan254

y,
∑

y∈Ypq πy = npq.255

Some containers on an OD pair may be delivered through transshipment (Bell256

et al., 2013). To transport containers from their origins to their destinations, it is257

easy to understand that the most suitable way is direct shipping. However, due to258
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either the limitation of ship volume capacity or if there is no direct ship route for259

the OD pair, direct shipping often does not happen. The main cost of transship-260

ment is the handling cost. Since each transportation plan’s route is deterministic,261

the number of transshipment activities (unloading and loading) for each container262

is also known. Let cTy denote the unit transshipment handling cost associated with263

transportation plan y. Then the total handling cost for transshipped containers is264

calculated as:
∑

p∈P
∑

q∈P
∑

y∈Ypq c
T
y πy.265

3.4. Service level related penalty266

The service level of an OD pair is related to the actual delivery time of contain-267

ers. For each OD pair < p, q >, there is a normal transportation time Tpq in the268

seaborne shipping market. A penalty cost should be paid if the actual delivery time269

τy of a container needing to be shipped from port p to port q is longer than Tpq. Let cDpq270

define the unit penalty cost, then the value of the penalty cost of the delayed contain-271

er for OD pair < p, q > is computed as cDpq(τy − Tpq)+, where (x)+ =max{0, x}. The272

value of
∑

p∈P
∑

q∈P
∑

y∈Ypq πyc
D
pq(τy − Tpq)+ is the total penalty cost for all shipped273

containers. Here τy represents the actual total time of fulfilling transportation plan274

y, which consists of the ship sailing time, the ship dwelling time at the ports, and the275

waiting time when the containers are transshipped at the ports. It can be computed276

as τy =
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir kyriγri +
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir kyridri +
∑

<r,i,s,j>∈Q kyrisjδrisj where kyri is277

a binary parameter equal to one if and only if plan y uses leg < r, i >. The parameter278

dri represents dwell duration of a ship at the ith port of call on ship route r. The279

binary parameter kyrisj equals to one if and only if plan y uses the < r, i, s, j >,280

which denotes that containers shipped through plan y will be transshipped from the281

ith port of call on ship route r to the jth port of call on ship route s.282

3.5. Extra cost for ships with shore power using berths without shore power283

Each port usually reserves a limited number of berths with shore power for a284

shipping liner. Extra costs are incurred if more berths with shore power are needed285

by the shipping liner (Zhen et al., 2019a). In this study, let Bp represent the set of286

berths equipped with shore power b in port p booked for the shipping liner. The index287

b̂ is defined as a dummy berth, which is used when there are no available berths with288

shore power in the booked berth set Bp when a ship arrives at port p. From the289

perspective of modeling, if the dummy berth b̂ is used by a ship with shore power,290

then an extra cost is incurred. Here, we define binary decision variable λrib to denote291

whether the ship arrives at berth with shore power b in the leg < r, i >, and we292
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define cBp as the penalty cost incurred when the dummy berth b̂ is used in the leg293

< r, i >. Then the total cost for extra berth usage is
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir
βSPr +βPr

hr
cBp λrib̂.294

It should be noted that not all berths have a high-voltage shore connection system.295

According to the Innes and Monios (2018), there were only 28 ports in the world with296

shore power installed at the end of 2017. By February 2018, the installation rate of297

shore power in the berths of Shanghai port (China) was only about 10% (IOoSM,298

2018). Hence, it is realistic and common that not all berths have a high-voltage shore299

connection system. And the berth allocation should be a decision of the optimization300

model.301

3.6. Mathematical model formulation302

Based on the above analysis on the components of objective values, we formulate303

a nonlinear model. We make the following assumptions:304

(1) The shipping network of the ports and routes (voyages) is already determined.305

(2) The ships on each route are homogenous in terms of capacity.306

(3) The volume of container transportation demands for each OD is known in307

advance. These data can be estimated from historical records (Fagerholt et al., 2009;308

Bell et al., 2011).309

(4) The ships’ dwell time at each port of call is deterministic.310

(5) The usage time of scrubbers is deterministic.311

(6) Not all berths have a power shore connection system.312

Before formulating the mathematical model for this problem, we list the notations313

used in this paper as follows.314

Indices and sets315

r (or s) index of a ship route, r ∈ R.316

R set of all ship routes.317

i (or j) index of port of call (or leg) on a ship route (leg i is from port of call i
to i+1).

318

Ir set of the ports of call (or legs) on ship route r.319

〈r, i, s, j〉 a transshipment from the ith port of call on ship route r to the jth port
of call on ship route s ; r, s ∈ R; i ∈ Ir, j ∈ Is. A quadruple < r, i, s, j >
means that the ith port of call on ship route r and the jth port of call on
ship route s correspond to the same physical port in the network, i.e.,
pri = psj.

320
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Q set of quadruples < r, i, s, j >; Q = {< r, i, s, j > |pri = psj}.321

p (or q) index of a physical port, which is different from the “port of call” (defined
as i) on a ship route, p ∈ P .

322

P set of all the ports.323

pri index of the port that corresponds to the ith port of call on ship route r,
pri ∈ P .

324

y index of a transportation plan for fulfilling the transportation task of an
OD pair.

325

Ypq set of transportation plans for shipping containers from port p to port q ;
p, q ∈ P .

326

w index of a day in a week, i.e., 0 = Sun, 1 = Mon, 2 = Tue,· · · , 6 = Sat.327

W set of days in a week, W = {0, 1, 2, · · · , 6}.328

b index of a berth.329

Bp set of berths with shore power in port p that are reserved for the shipping
liner.

330

b̂ index of a dummy berth, which is used when there are no available berths
with shore power in the reserved berth set Bp when a ship arrives at port
p.

331

I
′
rp set of the ports of call (or legs) on ship route r that correspond to the

same physical port p.
332

R
′
p set of the ship routes that include port p.333

Z set of integers.334

Z+ set of non-negative integers.335

Parameters336

cSr weekly operating cost of a ship with only scrubbers deployed on ship
route r.

337

cPr weekly operating cost of a ship with only shore power deployed on ship
route r.

338

cφr weekly operating cost of a ship without scrubbers or shore power deployed
on ship route r.

339
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cSPr weekly operating cost of a ship with scrubbers and shore power deployed
on ship route r.

340

hr number of ships deployed on ship route r.341

αE unit price (USD/ton) of MGO.342

αN unit price (USD/ton) of HFO.343

a, b conversion factors between fuel consumption per unit distance and sailing
speed.

344

f 1
ri(γri) fuel cost of leg < r, i > with sailing time γri if the ship sailing on the leg

does not have scrubbers.
345

f 2
ri(γri) fuel cost of leg < r, i > with sailing time γri if the ship sailing on the leg

has scrubbers.
346

mS
r weekly cost for installing scrubbers for a ship on ship route r.347

mP
r weekly cost for installing shore power for a ship on ship route r.348

cTy unit transshipment cost (USD per twenty-foot equivalent unit, US-
D/TEU) for handling containers when transshipped in transportation
plan y.

349

npq number of containers (TEUs) that need to be transported from port p to
port q each week. This value can be estimated from historical data.

350

Tpq normal number of days for containers to be transported from port p to
port q.

351

vr volume capacity (TEUs) of each ship deployed on ship route r.352

LEri sailing distance for leg i on route r within ECAs.353

LNri sailing distance for leg i on route r outside ECAs.354

dri dwell duration (days) of a ship at the ith port of call on ship route r.355

Dr total dwell duration (days) of a ship on ship route r.356

D̄ maximum value of dwell duration for all the ports of call (days),
D̄ =max{dri, r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir}.

357
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cBp extra cost for a ship with shore power mooring at a berth without shore
power. It is used as the penalty cost each time the dummy berth b̂ is used
at the port p.

358

cDpq unit penalty cost (USD per TEU per day) for the delay of delivering
containers from port p to port q.

359

kyrisj equal to one if and only if plan y uses transshipment < r, i, s, j >; and
zero otherwise.

360

kyri equal to one if and only if plan y uses the ith leg on ship route r (or visits
the ith port of call on ship route r), and zero otherwise.

361

gbw equal to one if and only if berth b is available on the day w in a week,
and zero otherwise.

362

eri, eri maximum and minimum speeds of ships traveling on the ith leg on ship
route r, respectively.

363

[θminri , θmaxri ] arrival time window at the ith port of call on ship route r in a week;
due to the weekly service frequency, we have θri ∈ [θminri , θmaxri ] ∪ [θminri +
7, θmaxri + 7] ∪ [θminri + 14, θmaxri + 14] · · · .

364

Variables365

(1) Ship deployment decision:366

βSPr number of ships with both scrubbers and shore power deployed on route
r.

367

βSr number of ships with only scrubbers deployed on route r.368

βPr number of ships with only shore power deployed on route r.369

βφr number of ships without scrubbers or shore power deployed on route r.370

(2) Timing decision (service schedule):371

θri time (day) at which a ship arrives at the ith port of call on ship route
r. Here θri ∈ Z+; i = 1, 2, · · · , |Ir|, |Ir|+ 1; without loss of generality, we
require θr1 ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , 6}; θr,|Ir|+1 denotes the time (day) when the
ship returns to the first port of call on ship route r, i.e., θr,|Ir|+1 is equal
to θr1, plus the number of days required by a ship to complete a round
trip journey.

372

373

374

375
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(3) Ship speed decision:376

γri sailing time (days) of the ith leg on ship route r. It actually reflects the
ship sailing speed decision on each leg in the network.

377

(4) Container routing decision:378

πy number of containers (TEUs) shipped through transportation plan y.379

(5) Berth allocation decision:380

λrib set to one if and only if the ship uses the berth b (including b̂) on leg
< r, i >, and zero otherwise.

381

(6) Auxiliary decisions:382

τy duration (days) for fulfilling plan y, including the voyage time on sea
(sailing and dwelling at berth), and the containers’ waiting time at yard
for transshipment.

383

δrisj the value of arrival time difference (days) of a ship that visits < r, i >
and a ship that visits < s, j > mod 7; δrisj ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 6}.

384

ξrisj an integer associated to variable δrisj. It is used to transfer the difference
of arrival day θri and θsj to a non-negative integer of the seven days,
which is denoted by δrisj.

385

ηriw set to one if and only if the ship arrives at the ports of call < r, i > on
the day w of a week, and zero otherwise.

386

ζri auxiliary variable associated with θri to transfer the θri to a day in one
week.

387

Mathematical model388

Based on the above definitions of parameters and variables, we formulate a non-389
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linear mathematical model as follows:390

[M1] Minimize Z =
∑
r∈R

[mS
r (βSPr + βSr ) +mP

r (βSPr + βPr ) + cSPr βSPr + cSr β
S
r + cPr β

P
r + cφrβ

φ
r ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

initial investment and operating cost of ships

+
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

[
βPr + βφr
hr

f 1
ri(γri) +

βSPr + βSr
hr

f 2
ri(γri)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

fuel cost

+
∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P

∑
y∈Ypq

cTy πy︸ ︷︷ ︸
transshipment cost

+
∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P

∑
y∈Ypq

πyc
D
pq(τy − Tpq)+

︸ ︷︷ ︸
service level related penalty

+
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

βSPr + βPr
hr

cBp λrib̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
extra cost for berths without shore power

(4)

subject to

τy =
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

kyriγri +
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

kyridri +
∑

<r,i,s,j>∈Q

kyrisjδrisj ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq

(5)

βSPr + βSr + βPr + βφr = hr ∀r ∈ R (6)

0 ≤ θr1 ≤ 6 ∀r ∈ R (7)⌈
LEri + LNri

eri

⌉
≤ γri ≤

⌊
LEri + LNri

eri

⌋
∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (8)

θr,i+1 = θri + dri + γri ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (9)

θr,|Ir|+1 = θr1 + 7hr ∀r ∈ R (10)

θsj − θri + 7ξrisj = δrisj ∀ < r, i, s, j >∈ Q (11)

0 ≤ δrisj ≤ 6 ∀ < r, i, s, j >∈ Q (12)

−hs ≤ ξrisj ≤ hr ∀ < r, i, s, j >∈ Q (13)∑
y∈Ypq

πy = npq ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P (14)

∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P

∑
y∈Ypq

kyriπy ≤ vr ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (15)
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∑
w∈W

ηriw = 1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (16)

θri =
∑
w∈W

wηriw + 7ζri ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (17)

0 ≤ ζri ≤ hr − 1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (18)∑
b∈Bp∪{b̂}

λrib = 1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (19)

∑
r∈R′p

∑
i∈I′rp

dri−1∑
k=0

λribηr,i,(w−k) mod 7 ≤ gbw ∀p ∈ P, b ∈ Bp, w ∈ W (20)

θminr1 ≤ θr1 ≤ θmaxr1 ∀r ∈ R (21)

θminri ≤
∑
w∈W

wηriw ≤ θmaxri ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (22)

βSPr , βSr , β
P
r , β

φ
r ∈ Z+ ∀r ∈ R (23)

γri, θri, ζri, δri ∈ Z+ ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (24)

πy, τy ∈ Z+ ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq (25)

λrib ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, b ∈ Bp ∪ {b̂} (26)

ξrisj ∈ Z ∀ < r, i, s, j >∈ Q (27)

ηriw ∈ {0, 1} r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, w ∈ W. (28)

The objective (4) minimizes the sum of the five types of cost: initial investment391

and operating cost of ships, fuel cost, transshipment cost, service level related penalty392

cost, and extra cost for berths without shore power. The objective integrates some393

long-term and short-term decisions, which follows common practice of mode formu-394

lation in the fields of liner shipping network (Song and Dong, 2013; Karsten et al.,395

2017; Lin and Chang, 2018) and widely studied supply chain network (Zhang et al.,396

2014; Üster and Hwang, 2016). Constraints (5) calculate the value of τy, which in-397

cludes the sailing time, the dwell time at a berth, and the transshipment handling398

time. Constraints (6) calculate the number of the four types of ships deployed on399

each route. Constraints (7) guarantee that the ship deployed on a route visits the400

first port within the first week of the planning horizon, which actually implies that401
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all the liner services follow the weekly pattern. Constraints (8) define the range of the402

sailing time on each leg, which actually sets the limitation on the sailing speed during403

each leg. Constraints (9) link the arrival time θri of a port of call with the arrival404

time θr,i+1 of the next port of call on a route. Constraints (10) ensure that the total405

number of days for a ship completing its travel on a route θr,|Ir|+1− θr1 is the number406

of ships deployed on the route times seven, because all the services follow weekly407

arrival pattern and one week contains seven days. Constraints (11)–(13) compute the408

arrival time difference between the ports of call < r, i > and < s, j > at a transship-409

ment port < r, i, s, j >. Constraints (14) calculate the number of containers with the410

same OD pair. Constraints (15) guarantee that the number of containers carried by411

each ship on a route does not exceed the ship capacity. Constraints (16)–(18) connect412

the binary variable ηriw and the integer variable θri, both of which denote the arrival413

time at the ith port of call on ship route r. The difference is that θri denotes the414

arrival time on a universal time axis, while ηriw denotes the arrival time on one of415

the seven days in a week. The former is from the perspective of port arrival time416

in one ship’s itinerary (e.g., day 3 at port 1, day 13 at port 2), while the latter is417

from the perspective of the port arrival time of a fleet of ships deployed on a route418

(e.g., Wed. at port 1, Sat. at port 2). Constraints (19) ensure that each port of call419

of a route should be assigned a berth (one of reserved berths or the dummy berth420

b̂). Constraints (20) enforce the berth availability limitation. Constraints (21)–(22)421

ensure that the arrival time at the ith port of call on ship route r does not exceed422

its corresponding arrival time window. Constraints (23)–(28) state the ranges of the423

decision variables.424

It is obvious that the proposed model [M1] is nonlinear. The first nonlinear part425

is the function of fuel cost in objective function (4),
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir [
βPr +βφr
hr

f 1
ri(γri) +426

βSPr +βSr
hr

f 2
ri(γri)]. The function of extra cost for berths without shore power in objective427

function (4) is also nonlinear. To be specific, the penalty cost
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir
βSPr +βPr

hr
428

cBp λrib̂ contains the product of variable (βSPr + βPr ) with variable λrib̂. The service429

level related penalty cost in the objective function (4)
∑

p∈P
∑

q∈P
∑

y∈Ypq πyc
D
pq(τy430

− Tpq)
+ contains the product of variable πy with variable (τy − Tpq)

+. Moreover,431

the form (·)+ is also nonlinear. Finally, Constraints (20) contain a nonlinear part432

λribηr,i,(w−k) mod 7, which is the product of two binary variables. In order to speed433

up the solution process, we will first linearize the nonlinear functions of [M1] except434

the fuel cost nonlinear part in objective function (54) to form model [M2], which is435

summarized in Appendix 2. Then we propose a three-phase heuristic to solve this436

model, which is explained in the next section. We also linearize the whole nonlinear437
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functions of [M1] to form model [M3], which is summarized in Appendix 3.438

4. Three-phase heuristic439

It is challenging to solve the nonlinear model [M2], which contains much more440

complex fuel cost functions than those used in traditional liner shipping related mod-441

els. By reviewing the algorithms as well as their features in some existing fleet de-442

ployment studies, we found that specially tailored solution methods were usually443

developed to solve the models. There seems to be no commonly used (or widely em-444

ployed) methodology in algorithm design for the fleet deployment decision models. For445

example, Agarwal and Ergun (2008) implement three heuristics (a greedy heuristic,446

a column generation based algorithm, and a Benders decomposition based algorith-447

m) for a ship scheduling and network design problem in liner shipping. Meng et al.448

(2012) apply an algorithm integrating the sample average approximation with a dual449

decomposition and Lagrangian relaxation approach to solve a fleet deployment prob-450

lem. Song and Dong (2013) propose a three-stage optimization method to tackle a451

service route design with ship deployment and empty container repositioning. Bakke-452

haug et al. (2016) design an adaptive large neighborhood search heuristic for a fleet453

deployment problem. Reinhardt et al. (2016) also show that bunker curves can be454

approximated by a number of linear secants. The solution approach used in Yang455

et al. (2018) to solve a bi-level programming model is a three-step method which first456

uses the KKT conditions, then reformulates the complementary slackness constraints,457

and finally strengthens the formulation. Even though fuel cost functions f 1
ri and f 2

ri458

in our model can be approximated by a number of linear secants, this study still need459

to multiply the linear fuel cost functions (including ship speed decision γri) by ship460

deployment decisions (βPr , βφr , βSPr and βSr ). Hence, the whole part of fuel cost in the461

objective is still nonlinear. By considering the special structure and features of the462

model [M2], this study also designs a customised heuristic to solve the model.463

The heuristic contains three phases. We propose in the first phase a fuel cost func-464

tion transformation method based on dynamic programming. This method transfers465

fuel cost functions to some variables, which makes the proposed model [M2] tractable466

for CPLEX. However, for some large-scale instances, the transformed model remains467

difficult for CPLEX. Hence, the second phase of our heuristic is to decompose the468

model [M2] into two steps, i.e., solving the fleet deployment decisions first and then469

working with the remaining decision variables. The third phase improves the solution470

obtained by the previous two phases, by mainly considering the effect of berth allo-471

cation on the fleet deployment. The framework of our heuristic is outlined in Section472

4.1, and some complex subprocesses are detailed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.473
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4.1. Framework of the three-phase heuristic474

The framework of the three-phase heuristic is shown in Algorithm 1. The three475

phases are introduced in the following three subsections.476

Algorithm 1 Framework of the three-phase heuristic477

1: Phase 1: fuel cost function transformation based on dynamic programming478

2: for all the ship route r, r ∈ R do479

3: for all the port of call i, i ∈ Ir do480

4: Compute si // si is the total sailing time allocated to legs i, i+ 1, ..., |Ir|481

5: Compute Θri(si) // Θri(si) is the set of possible values of sailing time γri482

6: end for483

7: end for484

8: for all the ship route r, r ∈ R do485

9: βSPr , βSr , β
P
r , β

φ
r ← 0486

10: while βSPr 6 hr do487

11: while βSr 6 hr do488

12: while βPr 6 hr do489

13: while βφr 6 hr do490

14: if βSPr + βSr + βPr + βφr = hr then491

15: Define ui(si, γri) // ui(si, γri) is the sum of fuel costs on legs i, i+1, ..., |Ir|492

for each si and γri493

16: Define u∗i (si) // u∗i (si) is the minimal value of ui(si, γri) under different494

values of γri495

17: i← |Ir|496

18: u∗i (si)←
βPr +βφr
hr

f1
r,i(si) +

βSr +βSPr
hr

f2
r,i(si)497

19: i← i− 1498

20: while i ≥ 1 do499

21: for all the sailing time γri, γri ∈ Θri(si) (si = si+1 + γri) do500

22: ui(si, γri)← βPr +βφr
hr

f1
r,i(si) +

βSr +βSPr
hr

f2
r,i(si)501

23: end for502

24: u∗i (si)← min
γri∈Θri(si)

ui(si, γri)503

25: i← i− 1504

26: end while505

27: Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r )← u∗1(s1) //Cr(β

SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r ) is the total fuel cost506

28: else507

29: Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r )←∞508

30: end if509

31: βφr ← βφr + 1510

32: end while511

33: βPr ← βPr + 1512

34: end while513

35: βSr ← βSr + 1514

36: end while515

37: βSPr ← βSPr + 1516

38: end while517
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39: end for518

40: Phase 2: solving model by approximate division519

41: Formulate the model [M4] by replacing “fuel cost” in [M2] with the above-mentioned “Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r )”520

and removing the three types of costs (transshipment cost, service level related penalty, and521

extra cost for berths without shore power)522

42: for all the ship route r, r ∈ R do523

43: Solve the model [M4] by CPLEX with given βSPr = hr, β
S
r = βPr = βφr = 0524

44: Solve the model [M4] by CPLEX with given βSr = hr, β
SP
r = βPr = βφr = 0525

45: Solve the model [M4] by CPLEX with given βPr = hr, β
S
r = βSPr = βφr = 0526

46: Solve the model [M4] by CPLEX with given βφr = hr, β
S
r = βPr = βSPr = 0527

47: // According to the Proposition 1 (elaborated in Section 4.3), each route has only one type528

of ship, so that only one β is positive, and other β are zero529

48: Select the best solution (βSP∗r , βS∗r , βP∗r , βφ∗r ) which has the least objective value among the530

above four solutions531

49: end for532

50: Phase 3: solution improvement533

51: Solve model [M2] (after fuel cost function transformation), similarly hereinafter, by CPLEX534

with given {βSP∗r , βS∗r , βP∗r , βφ∗r , Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r )r∈R}535

52: d← objective value // d counts the current objective value of model [M2]536

53: for all the ship route r, r ∈ R do537

54: if βP∗r > 0 then538

55: βP∗r ← 0, βφ∗r ← hr539

56: Solve model [M2] by CPLEX with given {βSP∗r , βS∗r , βP∗r , βφ∗r , Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r )r∈R}540

57: d1← objective value // d1 counts the current objective value of model [M2]541

58: if d1 > d then542

59: βP∗r ← hr, β
φ∗
r ← 0543

60: end if544

61: else545

62: if βSP∗r > 0 then546

63: βSP∗r ← 0, βS∗r ← hr547

64: Solve model [M2] by CPLEX with given {βSP∗r , βS∗r , βP∗r , βφ∗r , Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r )r∈R}548

65: d2← objective value // d2 counts the current objective value of model [M2]549

66: if d2 > d then550

67: βSP∗r ← hr, β
S∗
r ← 0551

68: end if552

69: end if553

70: end if554

71: end for555

72: Solve model [M2] by CPLEX with given {βSP∗r , βS∗r , βP∗r , βφ∗r , Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r )r∈R}556

73: Return the objective value and the values of the variables557

4.1.1. Phase 1: Fuel cost function transformation558

Phase 1 transfers the nonlinear fuel cost function in model [M2]. Because the559

decision variables γri in the fuel cost function are the function arguments, model [M2]560

is nonlinear and cannot be solved by CPLEX directly. Hence, we derive in this phase561

a fuel cost function transformation method based on dynamic programming. The fuel562
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cost function is affected by the sailing speed on the legs, which is further determined563

by the fleet deployment. Enlightened by Wang et al. (2020), we enumerate all the564

feasible fleet deployment plans, denoted by (βSPr , βSr , β
P
r , β

φ
r ), which means that βSPr565

ships with scrubbers and shore power, βSr ships with only scrubbers, βPr ships with566

only shore power, and βφr ships without scrubbers or shore power are deployed on567

route r. For each route, given the fleet deployment (βSPr , βSr , β
P
r , β

φ
r ), the speeds of legs568

are also enumerated within feasible ranges to calculate the minimum fuel cost denoted569

by Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r ). The enumeration process on the speeds of legs is implemented570

by dynamic programming, which is elaborated in Section 4.2. By replacing the fuel571

cost functions in the objective of model [M2] by the Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r ), the model572

becomes a mixed integer linear programming model, which may be solved by CPLEX573

for some small-scale instances.574

4.1.2. Phase 2: Solving model by approximate division575

Although model [M2] after the fuel cost function transformation may be tractable576

by CPLEX, it is still hard to solve for some large-scale instances. Therefore, Phase 2577

computes an approximate solution by dividing the solution process of [M2] into two578

steps, i.e., solving the fleet deployment decisions first, and then solving the model579

for the remaining decision variables. Fleet deployment is independent of the trans-580

shipment cost and of the service level penalty, but is related to the initial investment581

cost, fixed operating cost of ships, fuel cost, and extra cost for berths without shore582

power. Among the costs affecting the fleet deployment, the influence of the extra583

cost for berths without shore power is relatively small. Hence, this phase assumes584

that all berths are equipped with shore power and ignores the influence of berth al-585

location. Based on the above assumption, we propose a simplified model [M4] which586

replaces the fuel cost in [M2] with the previously calculated Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r ) and587

removes three types of cost (transshipment cost, service level related penalty, and588

extra cost for berths without shore power):589

[M4] Minimize
βSPr ,βSr ,β

P
r ,β

φ
r ,r=1,··· ,|R|

∑
r∈R

[mS
r (βSPr + βSr ) +mP

r (βSPr + βPr ) + cSPr βSPr + cSr β
S
r

+ cPr β
P
r + cφrβ

φ
r + Cr(β

SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r )]

(29)

subject to (6) and (23).590

The allocation of the four types of ships to the routes can be determined by591

enumeration. However, we need not enumerate all possible combinations of fleet de-592
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ployment (βSPr , βSr , β
P
r , β

φ
r ) ∈ {0, · · · , hr} × {0, · · · , hr} × {0, · · · , hr} × {0, · · · , hr}593

for each ship route r because Proposition 1, elaborated in Section 4.3, proves that594

each route has only one type of ship in an optimal plan for [M4]. This way, we only595

need to enumerate four possible combinations of fleet deployment for each ship route596

to determine the best fleet composition.597

4.1.3. Phase 3: Solution improvement598

Phase 3 improves the solution obtained by the previous two phases. After obtain-599

ing the fleet deployment (βSPr , βSr , β
P
r , β

φ
r ) (in Phase 2) and the values of Cr(β

SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r ),600

we solve model [M2] with CPLEX and we obtain a solution, which may contradict601

the assumption used to determine (βSPr , βSr , β
P
r , β

φ
r ) in Phase 2. More specifically, in602

Phase 2 we assumed that all berths are equipped with shore power to obtain the603

best fleet deployment scheduling. However, one route may be allocated ships with604

shore power (according to the solved solution in Phase 2) but these ships with shore605

power are moored at a berth without shore power (according to the solved solution606

in Phase 3). Hence, we should re-deploy the fleet by considering the effect of berth607

allocation on the fleet deployment. Because the benefits of scrubbers and of shore608

power are independent, there are three cases for the fleet deployment rescheduling609

process. (1) We do not need to reschedule the fleet deployment of route r if this route610

are allocated ships without shore power. (2) If the ships allocated to route r are611

only equipped with shore power, we should compare the cost of this condition with612

that of ships without scrubbers or shore power. (3) If the ships allocated to route613

r are equipped with shore power and scrubbers, we should compare the cost of this614

condition with that of ships with only scrubbers. After the above adjustments and615

rescheduling, we can obtain more realistic solutions.616

4.2. Fuel cost function transformation based on dynamic programming617

Because the decision variables γri in the fuel cost function are the function argu-618

ments, model [M2] is intractable for CPLEX. Phase 1 transfers the fuel cost function619

to some variables, which linearizes model [M2]. Specifically, the sailing speed on all620

legs has an influence on the fuel cost function. For a route r, the sailing speed design621

is solely dependent on the fleet deployment, and is independent of other routes’ de-622

cisions. Hence, the values of fuel cost function can be obtained with the given fleet623

deployment through dynamic programming.624

We use a dynamic programming approach similar to Wang and Meng (2012a) and625

Wang et al. (2020) to obtain an optimal schedule design for route r. Specifically, the626

dynamic program contains |Ir| stages and the decision at stage i is the determination627
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of sailing time γri. The state of stage i, which is the total sailing time allocated to legs628

i, i+1, · · · , |Ir|, is denoted by si. There are two cases for computing si. (1) if i ≥ 2, the629

set of possible values of si is denoted by Si = {
∑|Ir|

j=i

⌈
T
′
rj

⌉
, · · · , 7hr−Dr−

∑i−1
j=1

⌈
T
′
rj

⌉
},630

which ensures there is sufficient sailing time allocated to legs 1, · · · , |Ir|. (2) If i = 1,631

the possible values of s1 must be in the set S1 := {7hr − Dr}. Given si, the set of632

possible values of sailing time γri is {
⌈
T
′
ri

⌉
, · · · , si−

∑|Ir|
j=i+1

⌈
T
′
rj

⌉
}. Besides, because633

the arrival time at the (i+1)st port of call, θr,i+1 = θr1 +7hr− (si−γri)−
∑|Ir|

j=i+1 drj,634

must satisfy the time window, we define the set of possible values of sailing time γri635

as636

θri(si) :=
{
γri =

⌈
T
′

ri

⌉
, · · · , si −

|Ir|∑
j=i+1

⌈
T
′

rj

⌉
|

((θr1 + 7hr − (si − γri)−
|Ir|∑

j=i+1

drj) mod 7) ∈ [θminr,i+1, θ
max
r,i+1]

}
∀i = 1, · · · , |Ir| − 1.

(30)

The backward reduction procedure for the problem is described as follows. If
the system starts in state si at stage i, the corresponding sum of fuel cost on legs
i, · · · , |Ir| is denoted by ui(si, γri). Optimal decisions are made after making the
optimal decision of γri. The optimal value of γri given si is denoted by γ∗ri(si) and
u∗i (si) := ui(si, γ

∗
ri(si)). The recursive relation is

u∗i (si) := min
γri∈Θri(si)

{
ui(si, γri)

}
= min

γri∈Θri(si)

{
[
βPr + βφr
hr

f 1
ri(γri) +

βSr + βSPr
hr

f 2
ri(γri)]

+u∗i+1(si+1)
}
∀si ∈ Si, i = 1, · · · , |Ir| − 1 (31)

subject to

si+1 = si − γri ∀i = 1, · · · , |Ir| − 1. (32)

And the boundary condition is

u∗|Ir|(s|Ir|) :=
βPr + βφr
hr

f 1
r,|Ir|(s|Ir|) +

βSr + βSPr
hr

f 2
r,|Ir|(s|Ir|). (33)

Because s1 must be equal to 7hr−Dr, the optimal policy that solves u∗1(7hr−Dr)637

provides an optimal solution to the discretized schedule design problem. This method638

identifies the value of Cr(β
SP
r , βSr , β

P
r , β

φ
r ).639
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4.3. A proposition for model [M4]640

The fleet deployment among routes can be determined in an enumerative man-641

ner. Extending the result in Wang et al. (2020), we show that in the enumeration642

process, we do not need to enumerate all possible combinations of ship deployment643

for each ship route r. The reason is explained in the following proposition.644

Proposition 1. There exists an optimal solution for model [M4], denoted by (βSP∗r , βS∗r ,645

βP∗r , βφ∗r , r = 1, · · · , R), such that each route has only one type of ships (ships with646

only scrubbers, ships with only shore power, ships with scrubbers and shore power,647

ships without scrubbers or shore power).648

The proof of the proposition is provided in Appendix 1.649

In terms of the fleet deployment, we do not need to enumerate all possible650

combinations of ship deployment (βSPr , βSr , β
P
r , β

φ
r ) ∈ {0, · · · , hr} × {0, · · · , hr} ×651

{0, · · · , hr} × {0, · · · , hr}. Proposition 1 indicates that a shipping liner should not652

mix ships with only scrubbers, ships with only shore power, ships with scrubbers and653

shore power, and ships without scrubbers or shore power on the same liner route. As654

the fleet deployment of a route is independent of that of the other routes, it can be655

decomposed for each route. Recalling that we only have four types of ships, based on656

Proposition 1, we only need to solve model [M4] four times for each route r: all hr657

(number of ships deployed on ship route r) ships are ships with scrubbers and shore658

power, all hr ships are ships with only scrubbers, all hr ships are ships with only659

shore power, and all hr ships are ships without scrubbers or shore power. An optimal660

solution for a route r can be obtained by comparing objective values of model [M4]661

under these four cases.662

5. Computational experiments663

In order to evaluate the proposed model and assess the efficiency of our algorithm,664

we perform several computational experiments on a LENOVO P910 workstation (28665

cores of CPUs; 2.4 GHz; Memory, 256 GB). The mathematical models and algorithms666

proposed in this study were implemented in CPLEX 12.5.1 (Visual Studio 2015, C#).667

5.1. Experimental setting668

We first summarize the setting of our parameter values. The sailing distance data669

can be acquired from the standard instances LINER-LIB (Brouer et al., 2013). The670

values of cφr ,cSr ,cPr , and cSPr are set to 180,000, 180,829, 180,100, and 180,929 US-671

D/week, respectively (Jiang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Zhen et al., 2019a). We672
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set the values of mP
r and mS

r to 10,000 and 184,298 USD/week (AAPA, 2007; Jiang673

et al., 2014; Winkel et al., 2016). The average value of hr depends on the length of674

cycle time. In 2018, the average values of αE and αN are equal to 672.5, and 435.0675

USD/ton, respectively (Ship and Bunker, 2019). The average value of cTy is 130 USD676

per TEU (Liu et al., 2014; Zhen et al., 2019b). The minimum and maximum values677

of the sailing speed (eri and eri) are set to eight and 22 knots, respectively, which678

are also in line with the setting used in related works (Yao et al., 2012; Wang et al.,679

2015). The average value of cBp is set to 1,000 per berth (Zhen et al., 2019a). The680

value of D̄ is two days, which is consistent with related works (Karsten et al., 2017;681

Zhen et al., 2019a). The average value of vr of each ship route is set to 17,000 TEU682

(Meng and Wang, 2012; Zhen et al., 2019b). The value of conversion factors a and683

b are set to 1.8 × 10−4 and 1.6, respectively (Wang and Meng, 2012b). The average684

value of cDpq is set to 30 USD per TEU per day (Liu et al., 2014; Zhen et al., 2019b).685

5.2. Performance of the algorithm686

We apply the three-phase heuristic to solve model [M2]. A large number of nu-687

merical experiments over instances with different numbers of routes, physical ports,688

and ports of call were carried out to validate this algorithm by comparing the val-689

ues of its solutions with the optimal ones obtained by a method which enumerates690

the values of the variable γri in the model [M2], the optimal ones obtained by a691

method which solves the model [M3] by the CPLEX directly, and those obtained by692

the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm which has often been applied to693

problems solving in the maritime industry (De et al., 2016, 2017; Jeong et al., 2018;694

Zheng et al., 2019; Le Carrer et al., 2020). The algorithms’ performance is measured695

in terms of CPU time, and in terms of the gap between the results obtained by these696

four methods.697

Table 2 and Table 3 list the comparison between the enumeration method, the698

CPLEX method, the PSO algorithm, and the proposed three-phase method. (1) The699

enumeration method is to replace the complex fuel function with a parameter by700

enumerating the function’s variables γri. After this substitution, the model can be701

solved by the CPLEX directly. The result can be regarded as an optimal solution for702

the model [M2]. (2) The model [M3] can be solved by the CPLEX directly to obtain703

optimal results. (3) By applying the fuel cost function transformation in three-phase704

heuristic, model [M2] can be tractable by the PSO algorithm. An introduction to the705

PSO algorithm is provided in Appendix 4. (4) In our proposed three-phase solution706

method, the loss of optimality is mainly caused by the “approximate division” in707

the second phase. The third phase “solution improvement” cannot guarantee that708
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the solution could be improved to optimality. Therefore, the comparative results in709

Table 2 and Table 3 should reflect the quality loss of the second and third phases in710

our proposed solution method.711

In Tables 2 and 3, “Obj” represents the objective function values of the mod-712

el, which are the total costs of the solutions generated by the enumeration method,713

the CPLEX method, the three-phase heuristic and the PSO algorithm. “Time” rep-714

resents the CPU running time, “GapTobj” records the gap between objective func-715

tion values solved by the CPLEX directly and those of the three-phase heuristic716

(GapTobj =
|Objthree−phase−ObjCPLEX|

ObjCPLEX
× 100), and “GapPobj” records the gap between ob-717

jective function values solved by the three-phase heuristic and those of the PSO718

algorithm (GapPobj =
|ObjPSO−Objthree−phase|

Objthree−phase
× 100). From Table 2, we see that although719

the enumeration method can find the optimal solution, the solution time of the enu-720

meration method is the longest. Besides, the objective values obtained by the three-721

phase heuristic are equal to the optimal results solved by the CPLEX directly, but722

our heuristic is always much faster. From Table 3, the objective values obtained by723

the three-phase heuristic are also closer to the exact solutions obtained by the enu-724

meration method than the objective values obtained by the PSO algorithm. The725

computational time by the PSO algorithm is longer than that of the three-phase726

heuristic. These results validate the efficiency of the three-phase heuristic.727

Table 2: Comparison between the enumeration method, the CPLEX method and the
three-phase heuristic

Case ID Enumeration method CPLEX method Three-phase heuristic

ObjE T imeE (s) ObjC T imeC (s) ObjT T imeT (s) GapTobj(%) TimeT

TimeC

Case 1 (2,6,6) 22,318,673 15 22,318,673 3 22,318,673 2 0 0.67

Case 2 (2,5,8) – ≥ 3,600 60,546,407 8 60,546,407 4 0 0.50

Case 3 (2,6,11) – ≥ 3,600 91,938,052 21 91,938,052 9 0 0.43

Case 4 (3,8,11) – ≥ 3,600 68,870,403 20 68,870,403 6 0 0.30

Case 5 (3,9,12) – ≥ 3,600 68,524,396 15 68,524,396 10 0 0.67

Case 6 (3,8,14) – ≥ 3,600 100,558,167 33 100,558,167 14 0 0.42

Case 7 (4,9,17) – ≥ 3,600 114,899,740 40 114,899,740 17 0 0.40

* Notes: In “Case ID”, the three values within parentheses denote the number of ship routes, physical ports,
and ports of call, respectively. The en-dash means that we did not find any solution within one hour.
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Table 3: Comparison between the three-phase heuristic and the PSO heuristic

Case ID Three-phase heuristic PSO heuristic

ObjT T imeT (s) ObjP T imeP (s) GapPobj(%) TimeT

TimeP

Case 1 (2,6,6) 22,318,673 2 22,318,673 193 0.00 0.01

Case 2 (2,5,8) 60,546,407 4 60,546,407 417 0.00 0.01

Case 3 (2,6,11) 91,938,052 9 92,010,548 879 0.08 0.01

Case 4 (3,8,11) 68,870,403 6 68,919,935 503 0.07 0.01

Case 5 (3,9,12) 68,524,396 10 68,629,959 1,190 0.15 0.01

Case 6 (3,8,14) 100,558,167 14 100,680,196 2,611 0.12 0.01

Case 7 (4,9,17) 114,899,740 17 115,028,266 3,531 0.11 < 0.01

* Notes: In “Case ID”, the three values within parentheses denote the number of
ship routes, physical ports, and ports of call, respectively.

5.3. Sensitivity analysis and managerial insights728

In this study, parameters such as fuel oil price, scrubbers and shore power in-729

stallation cost, and weekly operating cost of ships are set as constants. In practice,730

however, these factors fluctuate considerably. With the development of the manufac-731

turing industry, technologies related to both scrubbers and shore power will mature,732

which will surely result in a cost decrease in the production of scrubbers and shore733

power, and will have an influence on fleet deployment. In this section, we show how734

fleet deployment decisions would respond when facing with these changes.735

There are two types of fuel used for ships. In ECAs, ships that are not equipped736

with scrubbers need use the MGO, rather than the HFO, so as to reduce local SOX737

emissions. However, the MGO is much more expensive than the HFO. We found that738

from 2016 to 2018, the lowest and highest prices of global average bunker price of739

the MGO fuel oil were 387.5 and 786.0 USD/ton, respectively, while the lowest and740

highest prices of HFO were 166.5 and 514.5 USD/ton, respectively (Ship and Bunker,741

2019).742

We first discuss the impact of an increase in fuel oil price on fleet deployment743

decisions where the HFO fuel oil price αN ranges from 150 to 500 USD/ton, and744

the MGO fuel oil price αE ranges from 350 to 800 USD/ton. The results for the745

deployment of four types of ships are reported in Table 4 (columns 4 to 7). We746

consider an example with four routes and 17 ports of call. βS, βP , βSP and βφ747

represent the numbers of deployed ships with only scrubbers, with only shore power,748

with scrubbers and shore power, without scrubbers or shore power, respectively. The749
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last two columns on the right are the ratio of the number of ships with scrubbers to750

the total number of ships, and the ratio of the number of ships with shore power to751

the total number of ships. It is obvious that the increase in fuel oil price has little752

effect on the decision whether ships are equipped with shore power or not, but has753

a significant impact on the number of ships with scrubbers. To be specific, as the754

price difference between HFO and MGO increases, the demand for scrubbers also755

increases. As shown in Figure 2, we draw three lines for the price of MGO (350,756

500, 800 USD/ton), plotted by the ratio of the HFO price with MGO price on the757

horizontal axis and the ratio of the number of ships with scrubbers to the total758

number of ships on the vertical axis. We note that as the price of MGO increases,759

the demand for scrubbers is more sensitive to the price difference between HFO and760

MGO. Besides, when the ratio of the HFO price to the MGO price reaches a certain761

point, the ratio of the number of ships with scrubbers to the total number of ships762

remains unchanged, which means that the fluctuations in global oil prices do not763

always influence the decision to equip ships with scrubbers or not.764

Table 4: Impact of fuel oil price on fleet deployment

Case ID αN αE βS βP βSP βφ βS+βSP∑R
r=1 hr

βP+βSP∑R
r=1 hr

Case 1 150 350 6 0 0 5 0.55 0.00

Case 2 200 350 6 0 0 5 0.55 0.00

Case 3 250 350 0 0 0 11 0.00 0.00

Case 4 300 350 0 0 0 11 0.00 0.00

Case 5 200 500 6 0 0 5 0.55 0.00

Case 6 300 500 6 0 0 5 0.55 0.00

Case 7 400 500 2 0 0 9 0.18 0.00

Case 8 450 500 0 0 0 11 0.00 0.00

Case 9 200 800 11 0 0 0 1.00 0.00

Case 10 300 800 11 0 0 0 1.00 0.00

Case 11 400 800 11 0 0 0 1.00 0.00

Case 12 500 800 8 0 0 3 0.73 0.00

The trend observed in Table 4 shows that, in general, the number of ships with765

scrubbers increases with an increase in fuel price. This result is as expected because766

as the fuel switching cost increases in ECAs, it becomes more profitable to install767

scrubbers for ships to avoid using MGO. However, note that the ratio of the number768

of ships with scrubbers to the total number of ships when the prices of HFO and769

MGO are 435.0 and 672.5 USD/ton (current fuel oil prices), respectively, is 0.55. This770
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Figure 2: Impact of fuel oil price ratio on fleet deployment

conflicts with the current situation, not many ships have scrubbers because it costs771

three to five million USD to install a scrubber (UNCTAD, 2015). However, according772

to related studies (Jiang et al., 2014), the life span of scrubbers is 12 years. It is773

then economically preferable (3,000,000×0.02×1.0212×52

1.0212×52−1
≈ 60, 000 USD/week) for shipping774

companies to install a scrubber for ships in consideration of increasingly expensive fuel775

switching cost, and higher weekly operating cost of a normal ship (180,000 USD/week776

(Wang and Meng, 2015; Wang et al., 2015)). Clearly, in order to curb SOX emissions777

within a larger number of ECAs in the future, equipping ships with scrubbers is the778

first choice for shipping companies. On the other hand, the effect of an increase in779

fuel price on the number of ships with scrubbers seems bigger than that of ships with780

shore power (two rightmost columns). This result is also as expected because fuel781

consumed by ships on a voyage is much more than fuel consumed by ships during782

dwell at ports.783

Next we analyse the impacts of weekly operating cost and initial installation cost784

of scrubbers. The costs related to scrubbers influence the fleet deployment. Taking785

an example of four ports and 17 ports of call, Table 5 demonstrates the effects of the786

weekly operating cost of scrubbers (cSr ) and of the initial installation cost of scrubbers787

(mS
r ). The value of cSr is set to 200,000, 190,000, and 180,000 USD/week, respectively,788

mS
r is set to 184,298, 154,298, and 84,298 USD/week, respectively. As shown in Ta-789

ble 5, we find that more ships with scrubbers are needed when the initial installation790

cost decreases, which implies that many shipping companies are likely to buy cheaper791

and cheaper scrubbers, and install scrubbers on ships. Besides, the number of ships792
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with scrubbers does not change as the weekly operating cost decreases. This implies793

that the initial installation cost has a more significant influence on the adoption of794

scrubbers than the weekly operating cost. As the scrubber technology will mature,795

the initial installation cost will decrease and more shipping companies will prefer796

to retrofit ships by installing scrubbers rather than switching to expensive MGO in797

ECAs.798

Table 5: Impacts of weekly operating cost and initial installation cost of scrubbers
on fleet deployment

Case ID cSr mSr βS βP βSP βφ βS+βSP∑R
r=1 hr

Case 1 200,000 184,298 0 0 6 5 0.55

Case 2 190,000 184,298 0 0 6 5 0.55

Case 3 180,000 184,298 6 0 0 5 0.55

Case 4 200,000 154,298 0 0 6 5 0.55

Case 5 190,000 154,298 0 0 6 5 0.55

Case 6 180,000 154,298 6 0 0 5 0.55

Case 7 200,000 84,298 0 0 11 0 1.00

Case 8 190,000 84,298 0 0 11 0 1.00

Case 9 180,000 84,298 11 0 0 0 1.00

To study the impact of the initial installing shore power cost, we test an instance799

that consists of four routes and 17 ports of call. In Table 6, mP
r reports the initial800

shore power installation cost and is set to 10,000, 6,000, 4,000 and 1,000 USD/week,801

respectively. The shore power is the conversion between sockets and electrical equip-802

ment while scrubbers need to be replaced with an alkaline solution. Hence, the weekly803

operating cost of shore power is rather low, and this study only considers the impact804

of the initial installing of shore power cost on fleet deployment. More and more805

ships with shore power are needed when the initial installation cost of shore power806

decreases, which will occur in the future because of the development of mature tech-807

nologies. Apart from the above-mentioned conclusions, we also explore the impact of808

extra cost for a ship with shore power mooring at a berth without shore power on809

fleet deployment. From Table 7, we see that the increase in extra cost for a ship with810

shore power mooring at a berth without shore power always leads to an increasing811

number of ships with shore power. In this study, cBp denotes the extra cost for a ship812

with shore power mooring at a berth without shore power, which also results in a813

saving if a ship with shore power mooring at a berth is equipped with shore power. In814
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this case, the larger is the cost saving, the more ships should be equipped with shore815

power.816

Table 6: Impact of initial installation cost of shore power on fleet deployment

Case ID mPr βS βP βSP βφ βP+βSP∑R
r=1 hr

Case 1 10,000 6 0 0 5 0.00

Case 2 6,000 6 0 0 5 0.00

Case 3 4,000 6 0 0 5 0.00

Case 4 1,000 0 5 6 0 1.00

Table 7: Impact of extra cost for a ship with shore power mooring at a berth without
shore power on fleet deployment

Case ID cBp βS βP βSP βφ βP+βSP∑R
r=1 hr

Case 1 1,000 6 0 0 5 0.00

Case 2 3,000 6 0 0 5 0.00

Case 3 5,000 6 0 0 5 0.00

Case 4 8,000 0 5 6 0 1.00

Finally, we study the impact of the ECA boundary on the fleet deployment. The817

ECA boundary can directly influence the fuel cost inside and outside the ECAs, the818

strategy on changing fuels or installing new equipment. In Table 8, L denotes the819

extended distance of ECAs toward out seas. The value of L is set as 1, 5, 12, 30, 50,820

100, and 150 nautical miles. Table 8 shows that as the extended distance increases,821

the number of ships with scrubbers also increases. This result is reasonable because822

a longer extended distance translates into a longer sailing distance within the ECAs,823

which further implies that the fuel switching cost becomes higher. In this case, the824

shipping companies are willing to initially install scrubbers instead of bearing more825

expensive fuel switching costs. Moreover, the ECA boundary has a greater effect on826

the decision to install scrubbers or not than that on the decision to install shore827

power or not, because the ratio of the number of ships with shore power to the total828

number of ships (the rightmost column) remains unchanged as the extended distance829

increases, while the ratio related to the scrubbers grows (the column βS+βSP∑R
r=1 hr

).830
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Table 8: Impact of ECA boundary on fleet deployment

Case ID L βS βP βSP βφ βS+βSP∑R
r=1 hr

βP+βSP∑R
r=1 hr

Case 1 1 6 0 0 5 0.55 0.00

Case 2 5 6 0 0 5 0.55 0.00

Case 3 12 6 0 0 5 0.55 0.00

Case 4 30 8 0 0 3 0.73 0.00

Case 5 50 11 0 0 0 1.00 0.00

Case 6 100 11 0 0 0 1.00 0.00

6. Conclusions831

We have investigated an integrated optimization problem, which includes deploy-832

ing ships equipped with different green technologies among routes, timetables, sailing833

speed on all legs, and cargo allocation among routes for each OD pair, in the context834

of ECAs. We considered some frequently ignored realistic factors, such as transship-835

ment activities, berth limitations, and transit time requirements. It is obvious that836

these factors complicate this problem but make our proposed methodology fit the837

realistic needs of the shipping industry against the background of stricter ECA reg-838

ulations that are being implemented around the world. Owing to the complexity of839

the proposed model, we used some techniques to linearize it and we developed a nov-840

el three-phase heuristic to solve instances efficiently. This study makes three main841

scientific contributions:842

(1) It integrates several interconnected decisions in the context of ECAs: de-843

ployment decisions of different types of ships with respect to their equipped green844

technologies, timetables, the determination of sailing speed on all legs, and the al-845

location of cargo among routes for each OD pair. Several realistic factors, such as846

transshipment activities, berth limitations, and transit time requirements, were also847

considered. Moreover, green technology adoption was embedded in the problem. No848

previous studies have considered these factors simultaneously and have integrated849

them within a solution methodology.850

(2) To handle the proposed model, some linearization techniques were applied,851

and a novel three-phase heuristic was designed to solve the problem. We found that852

our algorithm is computationally efficient for the proposed model, on the basis of853

extensive numerical experiments. Our results indicate that the algorithm we have854

developed yields optimal solutions on all instances, and can solve realistic instances855
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with four routes and 17 ports of call within 17 seconds.856

(3) After conducting quantitative computational experiments, we derived some857

managerial implications on fleet deployment, service schedule design, and cargo al-858

location for shipping companies under ECA regulations. For instance, the best fleet859

deployment plan is that in which each route uses only one type of ship with respect860

to their equipped green technologies.861
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Appendix 1: Proof of Proposition 11098

1099

Proof. Suppose there exists an optimal solution in which at least one route has at
least two types of ships. For the ease of writing, we consider two types of ships (ships
with scrubbers, ships without scrubbers or shore power) as an example. We sort the
routes in the following way and denote the sorted routes as 1, · · · , |R|:

[cφ1 +
f 1

1,i(γ
∗
1,i)

h1

+
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≥ · · ·
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∗
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cBp αRinb̂n
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fSR,i(γ
∗
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cBp αRinb̂n

hR
].

(34)

That is, the cost reduction obtained by replacing a ship without scrubbers on route 11100

with a ship with scrubbers is the largest, the cost reduction of such a replacement for1101

route 2 is the second largest, etc. Then, we can derive a new solution: the total number1102

of ships deployed on each route is unchanged, we replace ships without scrubbers by1103

ships with scrubbers if the difference value of the above formula of those routes1104

which have two types of ships is positive, and we replace ships with scrubbers by1105

ships without scrubbers if the difference value is negative. In this case, each route1106

only has one type of ship. This new solution is at least as good as the optimal one,1107

and hence is also optimal. Besides, in this new solution all routes contain only one1108

type of ship.1109
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Appendix 2: Model reformulation 11110

1111

Proof. We have developed some techniques to linearize the nonlinear functions of1112

[M1] in the following subsections. The specific transformation process of model [M2]1113

is summarized below.1114

1.1. Linearization process of the function of extra cost for berths without shore power1115

in objective function (4)1116

In the objective function, the extra cost for berths without shore power
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir1117

βSPr +βPr
hr

cBp λrib̂ contains the product of variable (βSPr + βPr ) with the variable λrib̂. To1118

linearize this form, some newly defined variables and constraints are added as follows.1119

Newly defined big-M’s:1120

Mr Big-M for linearization.1121

Newly defined variables:1122

αrinb̂ set to one if and only if the number of ships with shore power and
ships with both scrubbers and shore power at the berth b̂ in the ith

port of call on ship route r is n, and zero otherwise.

1123

In addition, some additional constraints need to be defined so that the newly1124

variable αrinb̂ can replace the function of (βSPr + βPr )λrib̂.1125

Newly defined constraints:

αrinb̂ ≤ λrib̂ ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, n ∈ {1, · · · , hr} (35)

hr∑
n=0

αrinb̂ = 1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (36)

hr∑
n=0

αrinb̂n ≤ βPr + βSPr ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (37)

hr∑
n=0

αrinb̂n ≥ βPr + βSPr + (λrib̂ − 1)Mr ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (38)

αrinb̂ ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, n ∈ {0, · · · , hr}. (39)

The big-M in Constraints (38) can be set as Mr = hr because βPr +βSPr ≤ hr. Then1126
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the nonlinear form
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir
βSPr +βPr

hr
cBp λrib̂ in the objective (4) is replaced with the1127

linearized form
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir
∑hr

n=0

cBp αrinb̂n

hr
.1128

1.2. Linearization process of the function of service level related penalty in objective1129

function (4)1130

The penalty cost in the objective “
∑

p∈P
∑

q∈P
∑

y∈Ypq πyc
D
pq(τy − Tpq)+” contains1131

the product of variable πy with variable (τy − Tpq)
+. Moreover, the form “(·)+” is1132

also nonlinear. To linearize the penalty cost, some more variables and constraints are1133

added as follows.1134

Newly defined index and sets:1135

t index of the number of days, which represents the delay of an OD delivery.1136

TDELpqy set of possible values of t for the transportation plan y of OD 〈p, q〉;
TDELpqy = {(τ y − Tpq)

+, (τ y − Tpq)
+ + 1, · · · , (τ y − Tpq)

+}. Here
x+ :=max{x, 0} and for τy, its lower bound τ y and upper bound τ y
are calculated by Eq. (40)–(41), respectively:

1137

τ y =
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

kyri(

⌈
lri
eri

⌉
+ dri) (40)

τ y =
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

kyri(

⌊
lri
eri

⌋
+ dri) + 6

∑
<r,i,s,j>∈Q

kyrisj. (41)

Newly defined big-M’s:1138

Mpqy Big-M for linearization.1139

Newly defined variables:1140

ϕypq, ϕypq non-negative variables to represent the value of (τy − Tpq)+. More
specifically, if τy − Tpq ≥ 0, we have ϕypq = τy − Tpq and ϕypq = 0;
if τy − Tpq < 0, we have ϕypq = 0 and ϕypq = Tpq − τy.

1141

Φypqt set to one if and only if ϕypq = t, and zero otherwise.1142

Ψypqt set to the product of πy with (τy−Tpq)+ if and only if (τy−Tpq)+ = t,
and zero otherwise.

1143
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Newly defined constraints:

τy − Tpq = ϕypq − ϕypq ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq (42)

ϕypq =
∑

t∈TDELpqy

tφypqt ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq (43)

∑
t∈TDELpqy

φypqt = 1 ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq (44)

ψypqt ≥ tπy + (φypqt − 1) ·Mpqy ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq, t ∈ TDELpqy (45)

ϕypq, ϕypq ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq (46)

ψypqt ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq, t ∈ TDELpqy (47)

Φypqt ∈ {0, 1} ∀p ∈ P, q ∈ P, y ∈ Ypq, t ∈ TDELpqy . (48)

The big-M in Constraints (45) can be set as Mpqy = (τ y − Tpq)+ · npq as t ≤ (τ y −1144

Tpq)
+ and πy ≤ npq. Then the nonlinear penalty cost

∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P
∑

y∈Ypq πyc
D
pq(τy −1145

Tpq)
+ in objective (4) is replaced with the linearized form

∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P
∑

y∈Ypq c
D
pq

∑
t∈TDELpqy

1146

Ψypqt.1147

1.3. Linearization process of Constraints (20)1148

Constraints (20) contain a nonlinear part λribηr,i,(w−k) mod 7, which is the product1149

of two binary variables. We define a new binary variable ϕribw to replace the nonlinear1150

part.1151

Newly defined variables:1152

ϕribw set to one if and only if the ship arrives at the berth b on the day w
of a week in the ith port of call on ship route r, and zero otherwise.

1153

Then Constraints (20) become:1154

∑
r∈R′p

D∑
v=1

∑
i∈I′rp:dri=v

v−1∑
k=0

ϕr,i,b,(w−k+7) mod 7 ≤ gbw ∀p ∈ P, b ∈ Bp, w ∈ W. (49)

In addition, some more constraints need to be defined so that the newly defined
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variable ϕribw can replace the function of λribηriw:

ϕribw ≥ λrib + ηriw − 1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, b ∈ Bp, w ∈ W (50)

ϕribw ≤ λrib ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, b ∈ Bp, w ∈ W (51)

ϕribw ≤ ηriw ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, b ∈ Bp, w ∈ W (52)

ϕribw ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, b ∈ Bp, w ∈ W. (53)

After applying the above linearization methods, model [M1] becomes [M2]:1155

[M2] Minimize Z =
∑
r∈R

[mS
r (βSPr + βSr ) +mP

r (βSPr + βPr ) + cSPr βSPr + cSr β
S
r + cPr β

P
r + cφrβ

φ
r ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

initial investment and operating cost of ships

+
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

[
βPr + βφr
hr

f 1
ri(γri) +

βSPr + βSr
hr

f 2
ri(γri)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

fuel cost

+
∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P

∑
y∈Ypq

cTy πy︸ ︷︷ ︸
transshipment cost

+
∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P

∑
y∈Ypq

cDpq
∑

t∈TDELpqy

Ψypqt︸ ︷︷ ︸
service level related penalty

+
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

hr∑
n=0

cBp αrinb̂n

hr︸ ︷︷ ︸
extra cost for berths without shore power

(54)

1156

subject to (5)–(19), (21)–(39), (42)–(53).1157
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Appendix 3: Model reformulation 21158

1159

The model [M2] still has one nonlinear part “fuel cost function”. We further1160

linearize this nonlinear part. The specific transformation process of model [M2] is1161

summarized below.1162

The fuel cost “
∑

r∈R
∑

i∈Ir [
βPr +βφr
hr

f 1
ri(γri) + βSPr +βSr

hr
f 2
ri(γri)]” in the objective func-1163

tion contains the product of variable (βPr + βφr ) with the variable f 1
ri(γri), and the1164

product of variable (βSPr +βSr ) with the variable f 2
ri(γri). To linearize this form, some1165

newly defined variables and constraints are added as follows.1166

Newly defined indices and sets:1167

d index of the number of days, which represents a leg’s sailing time.1168

Dri set of possible numbers of days for the sailing time of leg < r, i >.1169

n index of the number of ships with only shore power and ships without
scrubbers or shore power, n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , |hr|}.

1170

Newly defined variables:1171

χ′rid set to one if and only if the sailing time in the ith leg on route r is
d, and zero otherwise.

1172

χ1
rind set to one if and only if the number of ships with only shore power

and ships without scrubbers or shore power in the ith leg on route
r is n1 and the sailing time of leg < r, i > is d, and zero otherwise.

1173

χ2
rind set to one if and only if the number of ships with only scrubbers

and ships with scrubbers and shore power in the ith leg on route r
is n2 and the sailing time of leg < r, i > is d, and zero otherwise.

1174

In addition, some new constraints are defined.1175

Newly defined constraints:

d
∑
d∈Dri

χ′rid = γri ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (55)

∑
d∈Dri

χ′rid = 1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (56)

χ′rid ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, d ∈ Dri (57)
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hr∑
n=0

∑
d∈Dri

χ1
rind = 1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (58)

hr∑
n=0

χ1
rind = χ′rid ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, d ∈ Dri (59)

hr∑
n=0

∑
d∈Dri

χ1
rindn

1 ≤ βPr + βφr ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (60)

hr∑
n=0

χ1
rindn

1 ≥ βPr + βφr + (χrid − 1)M ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, d ∈ Dri (61)

χ1
rind ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, n ∈ {0, · · · , hr}, d ∈ Dri (62)

hr∑
n=0

∑
d∈Dri

χ2
rind = 1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (63)

hr∑
n=0

χ2
rind = χ′rid ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, d ∈ Dri (64)

hr∑
n=0

∑
d∈Dri

χ2
rindn

2 ≤ βSPr + βSr ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir (65)

hr∑
n=0

χ2
rindn

2 ≥ βSPr + βSr + (χrid − 1)M ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, d ∈ Dri (66)

χ2
rind ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, n ∈ {0, · · · , hr}, d ∈ Dri. (67)

If leg i of route r covers ECAs, we have:

f 1
ri(d) =

 a(d− T 0
ri)
−bαE(LEri)

b+1 + a(T 0
ri)
−bαN(LNri)

b+1 T
′
ri ≤ d < T̂ri

ad−b(α
1
b+1

E LEri + α
1
b+1

N LNri)
b+1 d > T̂ri

∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, d ∈ Dri

(68)

f 2
ri(d) = ad−bαN(LEri + LNri)

b+1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, d ∈ Dri. (69)
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and if leg i of route r does not cover ECAs, we have:

f 1
ri(d) = f 2

ri(d) = ad−bαN(LEri + LNri)
b+1 ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ Ir, d ∈ Dri. (70)

After applying the above linearization methods, model [M2] becomes [M3]:1176

[M3] Minimize Z =
∑
r∈R

[mS
r (βSPr + βSr ) +mP

r (βSPr + βPr ) + cSPr βSPr + cSr β
S
r + cPr β

P
r + cφrβ

φ
r ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

initial investment and operating cost of ships

+
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

hr∑
n=0

∑
d∈Dri

n

hr
(f 1
ri(d)χ1

rind + f 2
ri(d)χ2

rind)︸ ︷︷ ︸
fuel cost

+
∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P

∑
y∈Ypq

cTy πy︸ ︷︷ ︸
transshipment cost

+
∑
p∈P

∑
q∈P

∑
y∈Ypq

cDpq
∑

t∈TDELpqy

Ψypqt︸ ︷︷ ︸
service level related penalty

+
∑
r∈R

∑
i∈Ir

hr∑
n=0

cBp αrinb̂n

hr︸ ︷︷ ︸
extra cost for berths without shore power

(71)

subject to (5)–(19), (21)–(39), (42)–(53), (55)–(67).1177
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Appendix 4: Brief introduction to the PSO algorithm used in comparative1178

experiments1179

1180

The model [M2] after the fuel cost function transformation may be tractable by
CPLEX directly for some small-scale instances. However, large-scale instances cannot
be solved by CPLEX within a reasonable time, or can lead to an out of memory
error. Inspired by the behavior of bird flying, PSO algorithm was first proposed by
Eberhart and Kennedy (1995). The PSO algorithm is a population-based method that
uses fitness values to evaluate the population and is able to update the population
to achieve an optimal solution (Soleimani and Kannan, 2015). Each particle has a
position and velocity representing a solution. The position reflects the quality of
the solution, and the velocity determines where the particle will move in the next
iteration. Considering the ith particle in a n-dimensional space, its position and
velocity at iteration k are denoted by Xi(k) = (x1

i (k), x2
i (k), · · · , xni (k)) and Vi(k) =

(v1
i (k), v2

i (k), · · · , vni (k)), respectively. The updating velocity and position on the d-
dimension of the particle i at the iteration k + 1 are as follows:

vdi (k + 1) = w · vdi (k) + c1 · r1 ·
(
Pbestdi (k)− xdi (k)

)
+ c2 · r2 ·

(
Gbestd(k)− xdi (k)

)
(72)

xdi (k + 1) = xdi (k) + vdi (k + 1). (73)

where w is the inertial weight to control the impact of the previous history of ve-1181

locity. c1 and c2 are the cognition learning factor and the social learning factor, re-1182

spectively. r1 and r2 are random numbers in the interval [0, 1], which are in line with1183

the setting used in related works (Deng et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019). Pbestdi (k),1184

called the particle best solution, represents the best solution found by the ith particle1185

itself till iteration k. Gbestd(k), called the global best solution, represents the global1186

best solution found by all particles till iteration k. We set the parameter values of1187

PSO algorithm as follows: w = 1
2 ln 2

, c1 = c2 = 2, which are consistent with related1188

works (Shi and Eberhart, 1998; Nasir et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2019). The maximum1189

iteration and population size are set to 35 and 55, respectively.1190

PSO algorithm starts by generating initial particles (solutions) with random1191

speeds and locations, which represent the numbers of different types of ships on all1192

routes. At each iteration, each particle tries to optimize its position and speed. Hence,1193

they can optimize themselves using Eqs. (72) and (73) (Shi, 2001; Clerc, 2010). The1194

algorithm continues as long as the best located position by each particle coincides1195

with the best found location by other particle swarm. In other words, all particle1196
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swarms are concentrated in one point in space once the optimized solution to the1197

problem has been achieved.1198
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